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1986 Mercedes-Benz SL - 300 SL R107 | 2 owners | German car | Chequebook |
A/C | Low mileage | History & Documentation
300 SL R107 | 2 owners | German car | Chequebook | A/C | Low mileage | History & Documentation
Verkauft
USD 72 450
EUR 69 000 (listed)
Baujahr 1986
Kilometerstand 56 153 km / 34 892 mi
Getriebe Automatik
Zahl der Sitze 2
Anzahl der Türen 2
Leistung 180 PS / 133 kW / 178 BHP
Antrieb Zweirad
Innenausstattung Leder
Lenkung Links
Innenfarbe Blau
Zustand Originalzustand
Standort
Kraftstoff Benzin
Außenfarbe Blau
Automobiltyp Cabriolet / Roadster
Markenfarbe außen Diamond blue metallic (355)
Metallic Ja
Markenfarbe innen Leather royal blue (272)
Elektrische FensterheberJa
KlimaanlageJa
ABSJa

Beschreibung
-- Für die deutsche Beschreibung besuchen Sie bitte unsere Website: www.carola-daimler.de -This 300 SL of the series R 107 was subjected to the delivery control of the Daimler Benz agency in Bad Homburg (Germany) on 09 April 1986 and registered on the same day
on its first owner in the same place. In October 1997 the roadster was re-registered to her husband and finally sold to Stuttgart in May 1998. The next owner had the 300 SL
registered to him on May 22, 1998 (at approximately 42,500 km) and, like its previous owners, took exemplary care of it.
In 2017, it was finally acquired by the current owner, also living in Stuttgart, who, however, never registered the car, but moved it with oldtimer license plates.
The checkbook was consistently maintained over the years, due to the low mileage, the back pages were partially written and several pages additionally pasted. The first
inspection took place on 14 June 1986 after 1,450 km in the Daimler Benz agency in Bad Homburg. From the total of 13 entries in the checkbook until 2017, the kilometers can
be clearly traced. In addition, there are all TÜV reports since 2002 and many workshop invoices from 1998 onwards. For example, a new exhaust was fitted in 1998 (at 42,525
km), a D3 catalytic converter from Paul Wurm GmbH in Stuttgart was retrofitted in 2006 and a new cylinder head gasket was fitted in 2012 at 53,600 km.
Today, the roadster still presents itself in its as-delivered condition. Thus, it is completely Matching Numbers and Matching Colors inside and out, the rare paint in Diamond
Blue (355) is largely still in its original paint. The interior is completely in original condition without any damage.
As one of the few R107 delivered in Germany, this one has received air conditioning from factory as an optional extra. The entire list of optional equipment includes the
following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

260
420
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585
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744

-

Omission of model license plate on rear lid
Automatic transmission, middle gearshift
Anti-lock braking system (ABS)
Heated outside mirrors left and right (electrically adjustable right)
Radio Becker Mexico cassette full stereo
Antenna automatic
Air conditioning Behr and power windows (driver's doors)
Headlight cleaning system
Vehicles with catalytic converter technology
Soft top fabric 5010 Dark blue

Thanks to the low mileage, the extensive documentation and the great original condition, this example is a vehicle very worthy of preservation and a safe investment. But the
Roadster also invites you to drive it, it shines with an impeccable engine run and a direct driving feel.
-------------------------------------Equipment and special features
-------------------------------------• German vehicle in second ownership
• Soft top dark blue (5010)
• Air conditioning (Behr)
• Electric windows
• ABS
• Radio Becker Avus cassette
• Automatic antenna
• Headlight cleaning system
• Hardtop in car color
-----------Condition
-----------• Original interior with very light patina
• Technically impeccable thanks to careful maintenance
------------------Documentation
------------------• Daimler data card
• Old vehicle title with a change of ownership in 1998
• Checkbook maintained
• Many invoices since 1998
• All TÜV reports since 2000
• Complete on-board folder
• Original tool kit
-----------------------History of the series
-----------------------The descendant of the now legendary SL series created in 1954 was also drawn by the designer of the 300 SL (W 198), namely Friedrich Geiger. With its headlight design, it
established a new design line at Mercedes-Benz in 1971, with many elements also appearing in S-Class (W 116) introduced one year later.
The 107 series was available as a coupé (C 107) and roadster (R 107), the majority of which was produced as an export model for the USA and enjoyed great popularity there,
mostly as a V8 model. The series set new standards in passive safety: in addition to a defined crumple zone, reinforced A-pillars and a safe four-spoke steering wheel from the
outset, ABS was also available from 1980 and a driver airbag two years later.
Thanks to the wide range of engine options and extensive optional extras, the R 107 remained on sale for over 18 years and, after the G-Class (W 463), is the longest series
produced by Mercedes in history.
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_______________________________________________
The vehicle is located in our showroom in Stuttgart-Plieningen, close to the airport/trade fair. A test drive and an inspection on the car lift are possible by arrangement.
The sale takes place on request with new inspection, service and TÜV. We also offer a wide range of accessories for your new dream car. If required, we can also deliver the
vehicle to you in a closed trailer.
Opening hours: Mon - Sat by appointment
Carola Daimler Cars is a company owned by the great-granddaughter of inventor and visionary Gottlieb Daimler. We collect, trade and broker classic cars, youngtimers and
collectibles with potential and history. We place particular emphasis on quality, history and preserved charm.
Leasing/Financing: We would be happy to have our partner provide you with a tailor-made leasing & financing offer for this vehicle.
Subject to prior sale and errors for this offer excepted. The vehicle description on the Internet serves only for the general identification of the vehicle and does not represent a
warranty in the sense of sales law. Only the agreements in the purchase contract are decisive.
www.carola-daimler.de/en
facebook.com/caroladaimlercars
instagram.com/carola_daimler_cars
Source URL: https://www.classicdriver.com/de/car/mercedes-benz/sl/1986/797063
© Classic Driver. All rights reserved.
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